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Q) HOW to better understand and enhance the social impact of 
family firms?

A) “I wonder if…”

Building on the synergies between family firm and 
entrepreneurship’s respective research strengths can also 
promote enhanced social and environmental sustainability.



Strengths
Family Firm and Entrepreneurship 
Research

By happy coincidence, these strengths 
speak to better understanding families 
and business in society.



• Family Firm Research

• Heterogeneity is in our DNA
• Once we stopped obsessing about what makes a family 

firm different from the non-family
• We became obsessed  - in a good way – about what makes 

family firms so various in their practices and performance

• We have decades of experience in unpicking the strands 
which weave households, business practice, and asset 
ownership together

• An increasing amount of our work looks beyond the large 
scale family dynasty, although not yet enough, arguably

• We’re lucky to have an excellent and regular stream of 
high quality professional reports, and other sources of 
timely data, from the practice field

• There is a marked historical turn in family business 
research (thank you Lancaster, for leading the way)

• Studies of family firm growth and philanthropy show one 
important way that places are made

• Recent work includes some very nuanced understandings 
of changes in local socio-economic dynamics, over time
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Before we move on to eship
research strengths, 

let’s just have a look at a more 
basic question as to our own 

impact on society…

What is family business 
research FOR?



“What is family business 
research for?”

I have absolutely no intention of doing all the work 
this morning, so I’d like you all to go to Menti.com, 
use code 69 74 75 2

And give me up to three words or short phrases 
which express what you think family business 
research is / might be for. 

We’re going to make a word cloud together.





This is what a Middlesex 
Uni workshop co-created 

with me last week
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• Entrepreneurship Research 
Strengths

• Everyday Entrepreneurship

• Context is the new black 

• The Entrepreneurial 
Household and Community



• Entrepreneurship Research

• Everyday Entrepreneurship
• Why on earth are we focusing 

so much blood, sweat and 
tears on the entrepreneurial 
elite? 

• The 99% have far more to 
teach us, on any philosophical 
level.

• A critical chorus: us, Welter, 
Audretsch, Baker, Gartner, 
Hjorth, Steyaert, Rehn, 
Holt…usual suspects



Entrepreneurship has a 
growing critical chorus

Arguing that (academic) 
entrepreneurship has 
taken a wrong turn

That we’re focused on a very narrow range of 
elite entrepreneurs

Their purposes, places, principles and 
processes 



“The image of the entrepreneur 
as an opportunistic discoverer 

of profit opportunities, 
driven solely by economic motives 

and barely embedded in any socio-spatial 
context is obsolete”

Korsgaard, Anderson, and Gaddefors, 2018

Entrepreneurship As Re-sourcing: Towards A New Image Of Entrepreneurship In A Time Of Financial, Economic And 
Socio-spatial Crisis. Journal Of Enterprising Communities, 10(2), 178-202



The consequences of legitimating the 1% of 
entrepreneurs – and/or family firms – is only too evident

And perhaps family business more so 
than most forms of entrepreneurship, 
symbolically



It’s bad 
for 

peopleIt’s bad 
for 

places, 
and the 
planet



And the 
pandemic 
is making 
it worse
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• Entrepreneurship Research

• Context is the new black
• Entrepreneurs make place
• Place makes entrepreneurs
• Social networks, local cultures, 

social sites as rich context
• The edge, the margins, the 

periphery as a place of 
richness

• Where ecosystems overlap, to 
create an abundant, ever-
changing ecotone.

• The biosphere as place





Dorset Hollow Way

https://www.atlasobsc
ura.com/articles/hollo
ways-roads-tunneled-
into-the-earth-by-time

https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/holloways-roads-tunneled-into-the-earth-by-time


“The modern remains of ancient tracks or paths produced by the continuous passage of human, animal and vehicle 
traffic” (Raccidi, 2013, p 407). 

Raccidi, M., 2013. Wagons on the move: The study of wagons through landscape archaeology. Quaternary International, 312, pp.12-26.



Synergies
Family Firm and Entrepreneurship Research



• Entrepreneurship Research Gaps

• Everyday Entrepreneurship
• How do we find data and extant 

scholarship on the diverse 98%?
• We’ve got the theory, we could 

really use a mass of relevant data 
to move us forwards a great big 
jump 

• Context is the new black 
• How do entrepreneurs make place, 

and how does it make them, as both 
social sites and material ecologies, 
through time?

• Time. In general. Help. The temporal 
context is hard. 

• How do we consider the biosphere as 
place?



A veritable rainbow of synergies
Which builds on both our strengths, and fosters sustainability
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• Family Firm Research

• Some very nuanced understandings of changes in 
local socio-economic dynamics, over time

• There is a marked historical turn in family business 
research
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• Time. In general. Help. The temporal context is 
hard.



• Entrepreneurship Research

• The Entrepreneurial 
Household and Community
• As a unit of analysis

• As a site of embedded 
hyperlocal sustainability

• Knitted into communities and 
networks, through time
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Sustainability
Family Firm and Entrepreneurship Research



Here’s my pitch:

Building on the synergies between family firm and entrepreneurship’s respective 
research strengths can also promote enhanced social and environmental 
sustainability.











A move away from the elite 1% of 
entrepreneurship is also a move towards:

Everyday people, families and households

In-between and marginal places – their 
communities, biospheres and environmental 
contexts

Meaningful purpose: sustaining, stewarding, 
and developing, together



Everyday family businesses can also make 
a collective impact on place, and respond 

to that place more finely too

And over much longer time spans



The Di Chiacca family are 
rebuilding an entire 
village community, 
around sustainable 

farming and tourism



In conclusion…



We have recently called for repositioning entrepreneurship 
research towards the everyday peoples and places of the 
edges, towards purposes beyond growth,
and with principles that honour the biosphere, and each other; 
frugality, stewardship, equity, collectivity, self-sufficiency, 
circularity, local-fit…

Today, I’m suggesting that one promising route to make this 
happen is by building synergies upon the mutual strengths of 
entrepreneurship and family firm research



Thank you – I hope that was 
useful, and at least a little 
interesting.



A small advert…
(Once a marketer, always a marketer)



You might also like to respond to this call for papers, for our friend Ged 
McElwee, outgoing editor of IJEI. …



“Let them not make me a stone”
Repositioning Entrepreneurship

Sarah Dodd, Alistair Anderson and Sarah Jack





We get by with a little help from 
our friends – the Critical Chorus
Some selected highlights – none of our other papers are listed here, but we’re not 
hard to find.
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